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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ l meter __________ __ ______ m foot (or mile) _________ ft (or mi) TiJ;ne ________ t second _________________ s second (or bour) __ _____ sec (or br) 
Force ____ ____ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ bp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hOUL _______ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per sccond ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
p Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mID; or 0.002378 lb-ft-~ sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 Ib/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD=:S 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO = ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD =~ 
1 (I.) 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODl1= ~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 00 = ~ 
Q 
Q 
R 
a 
E 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
. Reynolds number, p Vl where l is a linear dimen-
Jl. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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S MMARY 
A method i pr sented jar determining the jet-bm~nda1'y and 
1Jlan-jorm corrections necessary Jar application to test data jar 
a partial-span model with a reflection plane, an end plate, or 
no end plate in a clo ed circular wind tunnel. Examples are 
worleNZ out for a partial-span model with each oj the three end 
condition in the Langley 19-foot pres U1'e tunnel and the cor-
rections are applied to mea ured values of lift, drag, pitching-
moment, rolltng-moment, and yawing-moment coefficient. A 
comparison oj the corrected aerodynamic characteristics JOT all 
three end conditions indicates that good ag1'eement i obtained 
with flap s neutral at values oj lift coefficient below the stall and 
that somewhat less atisfactory ag1'eement is obtained in the 
region of maxim11m lift coefficient or with flaps deflected. 
R':J."cept for the corrections to the 1'olling-moment cMiJicient, the 
j et-boundar.y c01'rection were somewhat smaller jar the reflec-
tion-plane condition than jar eitha of the oth l' end condition 
bec(£use the induced upwash angle wa the lowest; also, the plan·· 
form correct1'ons fa!' thi end condition wae considerably maller 
becau. e the wing lift distribution wa the lea't altered as com-
pared with that jar a complete wing. Front every can idera-
tion, the use oj a reflection plane gave the be t results jar te, ts 
of a partial-span model. 
INTRODUCTIQ J 
Becau e of th e demand for greater load-carrying capacity, 
':11' iz(' of bomber and tran porL airplane i being teadily 
increased. In order to te t model of the e airplane in 
exi ting wind t1.11ll1el at Reynold numbers as large a po-
ible, greate r use is being made of emi pan or parLial-span 
models. Th e use of such model efl'ectively increase tho 
R eynolds number at which te t can be made to two 0 )" more 
times the test R eynolds number for complete-span mod els. 
Such model are u cd to be t advantage to determine Lhe 
aerodynamic ch aracterisLie of wings, flap , IatCl-al-con trol 
device , and ducts. 
In many previou Le ts of partial-span model , wind-
tunnel corrections to Lh Le t data have been neglected 
en tirely_ In some in tance , however, the e correction may 
amount to a much as 20 percent of the uncorrected value 
and therefore every effor t hould be made to determine and 
npply tho correction _ D avi on and Rosenhead (reference 1) 
developed a m ethod for determining tbe jet-boundary 
cOlTection to the angle of a tack and drag of emi pan 
model with a reflection plane in an open-jet cir cular wind 
tunnel. Kondo (reference 2) by a cliITer nt method al 0 
determined the e cOlTections for open and closed circular 
wind tunnel . Swanson and 1'011 (reference 3) leLerminecl 
thesc and everal oth er corrections for model in a closed 
reetangular wind tunnel. 
The purpo e of the pre ent report is to giw a method for 
determining the jet-boundary and plan-form correction to 
he applied to wind-Lunnel data for parLial-span models witb 
a reflection plane, an end plate, or no end plate in a clo cd 
circular wind tunnel. For the jet-boundary coneeLions the 
methods of referenee 3 are fairly do ely fo11ow('<.1 in many 
respects after th e basic method of determining the jet-
boundary-induced upwash angle have been establi hed. 
In order to determine the jet-boundary-indueed upwa h 
angle for the reflection-plane condi tion, the method of 
reference 1 i revised to apply to a closed eircular wind 
tmIDel and extended 0 Lhat correcLion to rolling and yaw-
ing moments may be obtained. The jeL-boundary-induced 
upwash angle for the condi tion wi th an end plate and no 
end plate i determin ed by the u ual method for closed 
circular wind tunnels. 1'he plan-form eOlTecLi n de cribed 
herein ar e tho e which must be applied Lo pn rLial- pan-wing 
data in or leI' that the completely cO]"l"ected da ta he appli-
cable to complete- pan wings. 
The conecLion derived herein have been applied Lo the 
data from te Ls in Lhe Langley 19-foot pre me Lunnel of a 
partial- pan mod I with each of the thl" e Lype of end con-
dition: reflection plane, end plate, and no end plate. ]n-
eluded for pmpose of compari on are rollinO"-mom nt data 
from te t of a complete-span mo lel of the ame airplane. 
A comparison of oLher aero lynamic characLeri Lic with 
tho e of th e compleLe- pan model i not given becau e the 
model con fi guration were not comparable. 
COEFFICIE TS A JD SY IBOLS 
The coeffi cient and ymbols used herein are defined a 
follow 
. . (Mea ured lift) OLu uncorrected hft coefficlCnL ---q-=---
_ (Mea ill' d drag) 
Du uncorrected drag coefficJenL ---q~"":':::~ 
Omu 
1 
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Gnu 
whcre 
q 
p 
11 
c' 
b 
rolling-moment coefficient corrected [01' asymmetry 
I ( Mea ured rolling moment on y _. - q(2 )b 
_ (Measured r~~l~~~roment)o.=oo) 
yawing-moment coe.fficient corrected for a ymmetry 
_ 1 (ivrea lIl'ed yawing moment 
Oluy q(2 )b -
_ L:'Ieaslll'ed yawiIlg momenth .=oo) 
q(2 )b 
lift coefficicnt; no corrections applied (OLu) 
drag coefficient completely COl'rected ( Du+ ~CD) 
pi tching-momenL coefficient corrected for plan 
fOlm (Cmu+ Ll O",p) 
cOlTected rolli.ng-n1oment cocfficient for emi pan 
model with reAection plane 
rolling-momen t coefficient completely corre ted 
yawing-momen t co fficient completely corrected 
(enu + Ll (".) 
dynamic pre ure (~ p V2) 
mas den ity of air 
air peed 
model wing area 
mean aerodynamic chord of complete \\-ing 
twice model pan 
complete drag-coeffi cient correction (~ODj+ ~ DJ 
jet-boundary correction to drag coefficient 
plan-form c01Tection to drag coefficient 
plan-form correction to pitching-moment eoffi-
cient 
complete correction to yawing-moment coefficient 
(( LlOllp ) 1 + (LlO"P)2 + ( ~Oni )2 + (~Ont)3) 
plan-form correction Lo yawing-moment coefficient 
due to end con eli tion 
plan-form correction to yawing-momen t coefficient 
due to aspect ratio , taper ratio, and ratio of 
aileron pan to wino- span 
ya'wing-momen t-coefficien t correction du e to re-
flection plane 
( ~ O1l ')2 yawing-momen t-coeffi cient correction dlle to 
boundary-induced aileron upwa h and wing 
loading 
and 
w 
yawing-momen t-coefficien t 
boundary-induced wmg 
loading 
COLT ·tion du e to 
upwa h and aileron 
induced ver tical yciocity ; po itive upward 
v 
r 
l' 
c 
x 
y 
y' 
z 
m 
a 
A 
A 
E 
u 
Xa .c• 
H 
A 
induced lateral velocity; po iti "e toward wing tip 
circulation 
radius of circular jet 
section lift coefficien t 
section chord 
mean geometric cbord 
longitudinal coordin ate or com.pl x coordinate 
u ed in transformation 
latcral coordinate 
lateral coord inate, fraction of model pan (b72) 
\' cr tical coordinate 
jet-boundary correction to induc d angle of attack 
t reamline-curvature olTection to ano-Ie of attack 
plan-form correction to angle of attack 
complete correction to angle of attack 
(~aj+ ~a •. c. + ~a ,,) 
angle of attack for in finite a pect ratio 
unCOIT cted ano-Ie of attack 
corrected angle of attack (au+ ~a) 
induced angle of attack 
ection lift- urve lope pel' radian (5 7. 3ao) 
uncorrected lift-cm-ve lope per radian (5 7 .3au ) 
correc ted lift-curve lope per radian (51.3 a ) 
section lift-curve lope per degree (:~D 
uncorrectecllift-curve lope per degr e (~a:) 
cOlTcctedlift-curve slope per degr e (~~L) 
aspect ratio 
taper ratio ; ratio of tip chord to roo t chord 
. . ( emiperimeter) 
edge-velocity correctlOn factor pan 
induccd-drag correction factor (reference 4) 
di tance from r eference point to aerodynamic 
cen ter 
factor used to determine Xa .c . (refer ence 4) 
angle of weepback of quarter-chorel line 
jet-boll ndary correc ion to rolling-reomen t coeffi-
cien t 
plan-form correction to rolling-moment coeffi cien t 
complete correction to rolling-moment. coefficient 
one-haH rolling-moment-coeffi cient COlT ction due 
to reflection plane 
rat of change of rolling-moment coefficient with 
aileron deflection (~~I) a 
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Oa aileron deflection 
k rate of change of ection angle of attack wi th 
ai Leron d flection (~~o) 
a Cl 
K factor used to determine induced yawi ng-moment 
coefficient (reference 5) 
~ complex coordinate in transformed plane 
1/ lateral coordinate in t ransformed plane 
.1 vertical coordinate in tran formed plane 
t _111, y= an d 
11, emiheight of reflection plane or end plate 
d di tance of reflection plane or end plate from 
center line of tunnel 
e di tance of wing tip from center line 
s panwise location of t railina vortex 
(f panwise location of trailing vortex in tran formed 
plane 
¢ velocity potcntial function 
y" trcam function 
f [actor u ed to determine lift-curvc slope (reference 4) 
R Reynolds number (p T1c' I J.L) 
J.L coefficient of vi cosity 
M ~Iach number (VjV c) 
Vc peed of ound in ail' 
ubscripts: 
i induced 
J jet 1 oundary 
p plan form 
11 model 
2M wing of twice model pan 
11' complcte wing 
e end plate 
s.c. treamline curvature 
u un ·onected 
All pitching-moment coefficient, measured 01' co rrected, 
a l·c about the quarter-chord poin· of th mean aerodynamic 
chord of the complete wing. Corrected rolling-mom nt and 
yawing-moment coefficient a l" about the projection of this 
point in the plane of .vmmetry of the complete wing, although 
the e moments were mea urcd about the projection of tbi 
poin in the plane at the root end of th model parallel to the 
plane of ymmetry. 
DERIVATION OF CORRECTIO S 
The COlT ctions to be appli ed to data from te ts of partial-
pan model arc of two typ : j t boundary and plan form. 
The jet-boundary correction are due to the 11lfluence of the 
tunnel wall on the lllduced velocities, which in tum affeet 
the aerodynamic charaeteri tic of the model. The main 
factors contributing to the jet-boundary COlT tions ar the 
hape of the tunn 1 wall and the size of the model )" lative 
to the tUTIl1el. The geometric characteri tic of thc model 
al 0 contribu t to the con ections. The plan-form ol'l'ection 
may be divided into two part. The first part i due to 
difference in the pan loading of a compi te wing and 
that of the model with a reflection plane , end plate, or no 
nd plate. The econd part i clue to diffel'ence in a pect 
ratio, taper ratio, and the ratio of aileron span to w1l1g pan 
if th e model pan i Ie s \'han the semispan of th complctp. 
wing. 
For the sake of implicity, not only in clerivillg th cor-
rections but aloin applying t hem to data, the lif t du to 
flaps is no\' epal'ated her in from the lift of the plain w1l1g 
a in reference 3 which derive epal'aLe CO ITec ion for each 
part of the lift. In tead, the total lift i considered and he 
alteration of the pan loadina due to f1api neglecLed. Thi 
neglect in roduce a light error in the re ulL but i believed 
to be warran ted by the re ulting implification. everal 
other corrections a re also neglected wh en the magnitude 
of the conection .i within th e limits of accuracy of the 
measurements. 
The derivation of nearly all of th e conection beains with 
the panwi e lifL di tributio11 of the winO". In orde)" to 
simplify the computation , the lift di LribuLion fo r a lift 
coefficient of 1.0 i u ed. The lift distribution used herein 
were determined by lift1l1g-line theory. For traight tapered 
wing, the table of additional lift La in reference 4 a1" prob-
ably the mo t readily available ource of information for the 
pre ent purpo e. 
The distribution of the jet-boundal'y-indu cd upwa h angle 
along the pan must then be determined. Thi angle, in 
radians, i the ratio of the induced vertical velocity to the 
tream velocity. For a particular type of tunn 1, table 
may be devi cd that give the boundary-induced vertical vcloc-
i ty at any poin t in the tunnel due to a vortex of uniL circula-
tion placed at any point in the tunnel. The model generally 
i located elo e Lo the horizontal enter liDe of Lhe Lunnel; 
consequentl:v, the induce I-ver t ical-velo ity eli Lribu Lion along 
thi center lin e only need to be computed. The lift di -
tribu tion i broken into everal teps and each increment i 
multiplied. by th prop -r value of induced vertical velocity 
per unit cll'culation to obtain an inci·emcnt of induced 
vertical velocity. The ummation at ach panwi point 
of the e increments du to all the image vorti e i the in-
duced vertical velocity at that point. 
The induced upwa h angle per unit lift co fficient at each 
point in a circular tunn 1 i ex-pre sed a 
(1) 
where wrj r i the induced vertical velocity pcr unit circula-
tion for a tunnel of unit radiu . 
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Angle of attack.- The jet-boundary correction to the 
induced angle of attack i defined in reference 1 as 
IJW tla'= L V dL 
but the lift L of a partial- pan model may be expre cd as 
and 
_ b 
= qcZ- L 
After ub titution and realTl1ngement, Lhe induce 1 angle of 
attack is, in radian, 
fc ' W CIC d ' tla j= L -1'C C· - Y • 0 L LC 
or, in degree, 
C Fc
' W CIC d I tla j= 57.3 L VO- 0- Y 
• 0 L LC 
The correction for strearnline curvature must be added 
to the jE't-boundary correction to the induced anale o[ 
attack. The streamlinc- urvatUl"e correctton, a u ed 
herei.n, is applied entirely to th angle of attack instead of 
partly to the angle of attack and parLly to the lift coeffiCient 
a in refer nce 3. Thi procedure implifie the computaLion 
of the data, and any diO'erences in the result obtained by 
the two methods are well within the experimental accuracy. 
The magnitude of the curvature is obtained from reference 6 
in which derivation are made [or a circular tunnel and [or a 
1.41:1 elliptical tunnel. The derivation for the circular 
iLllmcl produces a nondimensional constant, proporLional to 
the curva ture, which in term o[ this report is 
A similar constant for the elliptical tunnel is derived on 
the ba i of the tunnel width but, when converted to Lhe 
ba i. of the tunnel height, becomes identical with that for 
the circular tunnel. Thi fact indicates that this con tant 
i a function of the unnel height and i relatively independ-
enL of Lhe tunnel width. ince only the width of a circular 
tunnel is affected by the inLroduction of a reflection plane, 
for the purpo e of thi r port it is assumed that the con tant 
derived in reference 6 applir whether or not the reflection 
plane i u ed. 
The CUl"vature of the trea.mlines is practically cons tan t 
along the wing chord. The streamline-clli'vature correction 
for Lhe wing may be determin d from the difference beLween 
the induced up' ,ash angl at the quarter-chord point where 
the lifting line i a umed to be locat d and the in luced 
upwa h angle at the three-quarter-chor 1 point ,,-here the 
tangent to th tl" amline is the zero-lift line. Thi difference 
i.n the angle i 
d~ 
tl (~) = w _ 1_ VOL 0.7Sc-0.25c 
VOL s.c . VCL ~ d ~ 21' 
VOL 21' 
1 0 - c W 
= . iJ 21' VO~ 
This angle mu L be added to the induced angle at th lifting 
line so that the compl le correction to th aw)"l of attack 
clue to the jeL boun dary is 
or approximalely 
(2) 
This approximation and Lhe a sumption made for the u e 
of the con tant of reference 6 are su ffi ciently accurate for 
the presen t purpose, ince the trcamlin e-cu .. va Lure COITec-
Lion i only a mall fraction of the complete correction to 
the angle of attack. 
Although the greatest accuracy woulel Lheo!' bcally be ob-
tained if the lift eli lribution of the model in tbe tunnel 
wcre u ed, the free-air lift eli tribution gi.ves a fC ult that i 
well within the aCCLll'acy o( either experim nL or the lifting-
line theory. If Lhe Lunnel lift distribution is de ll"ed, an 
approximate result may be obtained from the free-air dis-
tribution by the equation 
where the primed value refer to the Lunnel eli Lribution and 
the unprimed value refe1" to the free-air di tribuLion. Th is 
equation weight the induced upwa h aDale according to 
the lift di tribution and would be exact if th quantity 
( 1 + 1.05 ~.) VW L were onstant along tIl e span. For the 
condition u ually encountered in a wind tunnel, a v ry do e 
approximation i obtained by using this equation. Thi 
equation may be used (OJ: a partial- pan model with or with-
out an end plate, [or wh ich ea es other method, ueh a the 
influence li11e of refe rence 7 a used in refe rence 3, are not 
applicable. 
The plan-form O1"rection to the angle o( attack is the cor-
rection to the lope of the lift curve nec s ary becau e of 
differences in a pect rati betw en the model and the com-
plete wing; that; i , 
(4) 
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where the model or wing lift-cUI've slope i 
ao 
E 
a= --
ao 57.3 E 
1+--7rA 
(5) 
and corresponding value of E and A arc u cd. Thi qua-
Lion \l'a developed for an ellipti c winO" in reference but i 
u cd herein for other plan form becau e it ha been hown 
to give O"ood 1"e ult even for the model with no end plate. 
For the mo lcl with an end plate, neither E nor A i known 
and the lift-curvo slope is obtained by uso of th e lifting-line 
Lheory, a i shown lator. 
The complete correction to the angle of attack i 
(6) 
Drag coefficient.- The jeb-boundary correction to the drag 
coefficient involves the ame inLegral as that for the angle of 
attack before the treamline-curvaLure correction i add d; 
that is, 
(7) 
The plan-form correction Lo the drag coefficient is that due 
Lo the difference in th induced drag of he complete wing 
and the model; it may be expre ed a 
( ) 
For Lhe reflection-plane condition 
(9) 
where u i obtained from reference 4. For the other end 
condition OD may be obtained from lifting-line th ory. 
i.l£ 
The complete correction to the drag coefficient i 
( 10) 
Pitching- moment coefficient.- The correction to the pitching-
moment coefficient i entirely due to plan form sin e the 
efrects of treamline curvature may be neglected wh en the 
wing alone (no tail) j involved. The plan-form correction 
is a fun tion of the weep of the wing and would be zero for 
zero weep . The correct ion i the ra io of the difrerence 
bet ll-een the chord ,,-i e location of the aerodynamic center 
of the model and that of the complete wing to the chord 
upon \,·h.ich the pit.ching-mom nt oefficient is ba ed; thati , 
Xa.c ·M -Xa.c· w 
c' L (11) 
Both xa ,c' M and xa. c.w must be mea ured from the ame 
point and are considered po itive in the direction of the ail' 
tream. The e di tance may be obtained by the following 
quations: 
b 
xa.c.= 2H'.2 tan A+ on tant (12) 
b r1 c c 
= 2 tan A Jo C;c y' dy' + on tant (13) 
The value of the con tant i the distance between a cho en 
reference point and the quarter-chord point of the root 
chord. For a model fmd reflection plane, the value of II 
may be obtained from reference 4. For the other end con-
ditions, the integration (equation (13)) must he performed 
to obtain I-I. 
Aileron distributions.- In order to determine the correc-
tion to be a,ppliecl to the rolling-moment and yawing-
moment coefficient, two additional di tribution are nece -
sary: the IiI t di tribu t ion due to ~ ileron eleflection and the 
induceel-upwa h-angle el i tribution due to thi lift distribu-
tion. The aileron lift. di tribu tion for a complete wing may 
be determined from lift ing-line theory OJ" by u of the 
influence line of reference 7. This di tribu tion mu t be 
al tered to accoun t [or the efl'ect of the reflection plane or 
other end cond itio}] . A reflection plane "1' (I ect" the 
Ii tribution over the model 0 that the model d i tribution 
j the ame as would be obtaine 1 for a complete winO" " 'ith 
both aileron defleete l in the ame direction. The di tri-
bution for a model with a reflection plane therefore i ob-
tained by adding the increment du e to the "imaO"e" winO" 
to the distribution of the "real" wing (reference 3). For a 
wing with or without an end plate, such a re(lcction is not 
pre ent and the aileron lift distribution mu t be obtained 
directly from lifting-line theory. After the hape of the 
a ileron lift. distribu tion is determined, for convenience the 
ordinates are multiplied by a constant that makes the 
moment of the m'ea equal to 4 if the absci sa ar in fraction 
of the model pan. Thi operation conyerts the ordinate to 
the I ad coeffICient OC, ~ und tbe rollino--moment coefficient 
zC 
to unity. 
The induced-upwa h-angle di tribution clue to the aileron 
lift di tribution i obtained in the ame manner as for the 
wing. The aileron lif t distribution i broken into everal 
teps, each increment i mul tiplied by the value of induced 
velocity per unit mcr men t, and the ummation i made of 
all the increment at each po int; thus, 
w = C ~ wr L1 ~ 
V I 21' r OIC (14) 
where wrjr j the in {uced vertical velocity per unit circula-
tion for a tunnel of unit radiu . 
Rolling-moment coefficient.- The jet-b l.U1dary correction 
to the rolling-momen t co mcien tithe momen t of the incre-
m ent in the aileron lin distribu tion due to the induced 
velocity; that is, 
-------- - --
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The increment in aileron -lift distribution j imiJar to the 
increment in wing-lift distribution given a th la t term in 
equation (3). For thi rea on , equation (15) is approximate 
in the ame sen e a equation (3). A more aCCUl'ate method 
of determining thi 'orr ct,ion to tbe rolling-moment coeffi-
cient could be used for the reflection-plane condition ( e 
reference 3) but uch a method would not be readily appli-
cable for the end-plate and no-end-plate condi tion . In 
reference 3 an aerodynamic-induction factor J is in troduced 
lhat i approximately equal to 2 for a emispan or partial-
pan model. In equation (15) the three-dimen ional lift-
curve lope m i ther forc approxim.atcly equal to ~~+~ and 
the wing load co ffi cient Oc!~ approximately accounts for the 
LC 
difference in the loading of the actual wing and an ellip tic 
wing. Al though the e condition would not exist for a 
complete-span model, equation (15) may be u cd with uffi-
('ient accW'acy for a emispan 01' partial- pan model. A in 
the case of the wing, the tunnel distribution hould theoreti-
cally be used to obtain thi correction but, practically, the 
free-ail' distribution may be u cd. 
The plan-form corr etion to the rolling-moment coemcien t 
is, for cODvenienc , diYided into two part ; the fir L part 
correct for the effect of the end condi tion on the aileron lift 
di kibu tion and the econd corrects for thc dift'erence in 
aspect ratio and taper ratio of the partial-span model and 
0 10 
of the complete wing. The fir t part ~ i the ratio of 0 10 M 
the rolling-moment coefficient per unit aileron deflection for 
a full-span model of twice the model span to that for the 
actual model. For the reflection-plane condition thi C01'1'ec-
2to I 
tion i equal to the reciprocal of the correction 1 + - 0 r of 
Ie 
reference 3. For the end-pla te or no-end-pla te condition, 
ihi correction may be obtained from liftillg-line theory. 
The second part of the plan-form correction i r equired only 
if the model i not a tru semi pan model and may be obtained 
from figme 16 of r eference 7. For the particular a pect 
ratio and taper ratio of ither a wing of twice model pan 
or the complete wing, a yalue of Olo/k is obtained by taking 
the difference between the yaille of O/~/k for the ou Lboard 
and inboard ends of the aileron . The de ired correction is 
the ratio of the value of 016/k for the compi te wing to that 
for the wing of twice model span. 
The completely corrected value of the rolling-moment 
coefficien t i 
(16) 
Yawing-moment coeffi cient.- The jet-boundary correc-
tion to the yawing-moment coefficient are derived a in 
refcrence 3 and are due to the interaction of the wing and 
aileron lift and indueed-upwa h-angle di tribu tions. 
equa tion for the corrections are 
and 
'l'he 
( 17) 
(1 ) 
The plan-form correction to the yawing-moment coefficient 
i divided into two part in the arne manner a that for the 
rolling-moment coeffieien. The fir t part, lu e to the end 
condit ion, may be expr cd a 
",here 
( toOnV \ = OllzM- OnM 
=-K ZMOLOIZM+ K M L 1.11 
= OLOIZ.\/ ( - K ZJIf + K Iol OIIOJ, ) (19) 
O!:!J/ 
(20) 
(21) 
and the eli tribution of the lift and induced angle (in radian ) 
per unit coefficient are identified by L for the winO' and 0 1 
for the aileron in the denominators. For the reflection-plane 
condition, be correction (toOnp)I i equal to the correction 
(toOn!\ of reference 3. For the end-plate or no-end-plate 
condition, the integration for E ,\l and Kw mu t be per-
formed, the value of K 2AI being indep n lent of the end 
condition. 
For the econd part of the plan-form correction , lue to 
difference in aspect ratio and taper ratio b tween he om-
plete wing and a wing of twice mod 1 span, yalue of K may 
be obtained from figure 13 of reference 5. Interpolation i 
implified by plotting K for the inboar 1 end of the aileron 
against l /A ince uch a plot i prac ically a lraight line. 
1£ the outboard end of the aileron i ome eli tance from the 
wing tip , the value of K mu t be modified a indicated in 
reference 5. The equation for thi part of the co rrection i 
(to Onp) Z= " lV - O"ZM 
= - K WOLOI+ I{2MOLO/2.1l 
The value of I{m from equation (20) may cliff r lightly from 
that obtained from reference 5 becau e of light difference 
in the methods of computation. 1£ thi valu doe differ, 
the value from equation (20) should be u ed in equation (19) 
and the value from l' ference 5 in equation (22) . 
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The complete·'correction to th yawing-moment coeffici nt 
CORRE TJO S FOR MODEL WITH REFLECTJO PLA E 
DETERM INATION OF IND UCED PWA HAGLE 
A reflection plane used with a partial- pan model in a 
circular wind tunnel reflect both the model and th tunnel ; 
therefore tb effect i that of a wing of twice the model 
pan in a bipolar tunnel (fig. 1) . Thi reflection ati fie the 
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FIGU RE I.- D iagra m of the bipolar tunncl including the reflected balf of tbe jet and tbe 
complel e translormed jet . 
condition that the tl'eam function ~u t be con tant ov r 
that parL of the bouDdary f a elo cd tunnel formed by the 
reft etion plane. In order to atisfy thi condition over the 
circular-arc part of the bipolar tunnel , vortiee that are 
image of the yortice inside the tunnel must be introduced 
out ide Lb e tunnel. The loeation of the e image vortice 
an L theie effects within the t unn 1 a1' well known for a 
cil'eular tunnel. Thi Imowledge may be u ed to detel'min 
their ffect ,,·ithin a bipolar tunnel by transforming th 
interior of the bipolar tunnel into the interior of a circular 
tunnel by means of the conformal transformation of refer-
ence 1. 
The transformation may be expres ed a 
790505-49--2 
x tan- 1 ~=n tan- 1 ---. --
r lil'Y 
where, in the yz-plane (bipolar tunnel), 
x=y+ i z 
in the 1)t-plane (cir ular tunnel ), 
and 
n 
Al 0, 
h= r sin 'Y 
d= r co 'Y 
It hould be not d that the axe of ref rence 1 have been 
revised to agree wi th the tandard wind axes u ed in 
figUTe 1. A poin t T/ on the 1)-axi that corre pond to a poin t y 
on the y-axi may be obtained by the r lation 
Furthermore, if there are vorticc of tl'ength ± r at the 
points y= ±. on th y-axis, there are vor tice of equal 
trength at the point 1) = ±u on the 1)-axi wh ere 
The complex potential due to the vortice ± r at 1) = ± <1 i 
The complex potential due to the unage vortices in the 
'It-plane i 
The ondition that if; icon tant at the boundary of the jet 
can be ea ily een since 1 ~ 1= 1 at the boundary and 'h + if;2 
become equal to zero. The omplex potential due to the 
original vortice in the yz-plane at y= ± i 
The complex potential due to the je boundary i the differ-
ence b tween that in the 1)t-plane and that in the yz-plane; 
that is, 
The induced ver tical velocity at the y-axi due to the jet 
boundary is one-half that dll e to vortices extending to 
infinity in both diJ'ections; that i , 
1 dif; W = - - -2 dy 
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The induced velocity due to >/; \ i 
where 
1 dY;1 w - - --
1 - 2 dy 
1 d>/;l d." 
= -2" d." dy 
By eollectinO' terms, 
The induced yelocity due to >/;2 i, imiJarly, 
and the induced velocity due to - >/;a i 
1 d( - >/;a) Wa= - - --2 dy 
s 
r r 
- -27rl' (¥Y -(r Y 
The net induced velocity j 
W= W1+ W2+Wa 
It may be noticed that the value of W according to the final 
equations for WI and Wa become indeterminate of the form 
<Xl - <Xl at the point y = or 'Y/ = U. Thi i the only po int 
at which sinO'ularities OCCllI' in ide the tunnel. At this point, 
however, W may be determined in the fo llowing manner: 
Before the terms are combined, 
r [ ( 1 1) d." (1 1)] Wl+Wa= 47r 'Y/ - U - .,, + u dy - y-s - y+s 
Only the second term of thi equation is indeterminate and 
may be written a 
r [ d'Y/ ] 
- - (.,, - u)-(y-) -47r dy 
- (y -s)('Y/ - u) 
and evaIua,ted at the limit by takLng the eeonel derivative 
of both the numerator and the denominator; that is, 
r [ d'Y/ ] 
. - 47r ('Y/-u)-(y - ) dy _ r nul' in'Y-
hm - ( )( ) - - 2 • ? + 2 1/-'>8 y-s .,,-u 47r l ' JQ- 'Y S 
At the point y = s, therefore, 
r 1 ( 1 u ) n (1 + (2) 
w = 27rl' 4 ~ - 4u + u4-1 in 'Y (1+ ? ~2 2 ) 
r r- m 'Y 
. s 
nu ill 'Y-r 
+ 2 [ in2 'Y+(;)] 
The induced velocity may be expre cd a 
where 
F J(y,s,'Y/,u) 
It i conveni nt to u e the nondimensional form 
WI' F 
r = 27r 
which, for a turulel of uni t radiu , is the inel Ll ed velocity 
per unit circulation. Value of Wl/ r are given in table I and 
are plotted in figure 2 fOT a reAection-plane 10 ation of 
d 
-=0.73026. T able II and figure 3 pre ent value for a 
r 
reflection-plane location of ~=0 .497 1. The e valu s of d/r 
r 
eorre pond to 3.25 inches and 56.75 inches, re peetively, in 
a tunnel 19 feet in diameter. 
I LL ST RATI V E EXAMPL E 
An example of the pro edure involve i in the determination 
of the correction i worked out herein for a reflection-plane 
location of 3.25 inches from the center lin of the Langley 
19-foot pre sure tunnel (fig. 4) and for the model hown in 
figure 5. 
Angle of attack .- The wing lift di tl'ibutioll i hown in 
figure 6 for both free-air and tunnel condition. The 
boundary-induced up,m h angle shown in figure 7, from 
equation (1), is 
The jet-boundary correction to the angle of attack, from 
equation (2), i 
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clockwise ,' ortex at various distances ~ from the refl ection plane. ~=O.73026. 
r r 
r1 wee The integral Jo VOL OLe dyl (equation (2)) is the area under 
t he CLlTve obtained by multiplying the values of figUTe 6 by 
those of figUTe 7 and, in tIllS case, has a numerical value of 
0.01542. Ther fore, 
Lla1+ Llas.c.=57.30L (1. 153) (0.01542) 
= l.0190L 
The uncorrected lift-curve slope obtained experimentally is 
au = 0.1041 
This lope is corrected for the jet-boundary effect by the 
relation 
1 1 Lla j+ Llas. c. 
a2M a u OL 
so that 
1 1 
a2M" - 0.1041 = l.019 
and 
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FIGURE 3.-Boundary-induced velocitynlong the horizontal center line due to a unit counter-
clockwise ,'ortox at ,-a rious distances ~ from the reOection plane. ~=0.1978 1. 
r r 
Thi lope i u eel to obtain the two-dimensional slope by 
ubstitution in equation (5) a 
0.0941 
from which 
ao= 0.1l62 
Thi two-dimen ional slope i u cd in the same fonnula 
to d tel'mine the lope for the complet wing of aspect ratio 
1l.09, which i 
aw= 0.0945 
10 
55,/7 
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The plan-form correction i then obtained from equation 
(4) a 
=(0.0~45 - 0 . 0~41) OL 
=-0.03 GL 
The comple te correction Ior the angle of attack, from 
cq uation (6), is 
=( 1.019 - 0.03 )OL 
= 0.9 IGL 
which j added to the geom tric anale of attack of the 
model in the tunnel. 
Drag coefficient.- The jet-boundary correction to the drag 
coefficient, from equation (7), is 
The plan-form correction, from equation (9), i 
The complete COlT tion to drag coefficient, obtained from 
eq uation (10), i 
C1GD = C1 D j + C1 GDp 
= (0 .0 1542 - 0.00062 )OL2 
= 0.014 GL 2 
\\-hieh is added Lo the uncorrected drag coeffi cicn t. 
Pitching-moment coefficient.- The value of H taken from 
l' [erence 4 i 0.202 for both th e mod 1 and Lhe complete 
wing. The location of the aerodynamic entel' , from equa-
tion (12), i 
b 
xa .c.= 21-1 2 Lan A+ Con tant 
The refe l'ence poin t i taken a the 0.25 chord of the root 
chord of the complete wing 0 that fol' the model 
xa.c.,l/ = (2X O.202 X 15 X O.21552)+ 0.1 6 
= 1.491 fe et 
and for the ompleLe wing 
xa.c. w=2X O.202 X 15_ 62 X O.21552 
= 1.3 0 feet 
Th e COl'rection to the pitching-moment coeffieien t is obtained 
from equation (11 ) a 
x -x C1 0 = a,c'M a.c·w 0 
"'p c' L 
_ 1.491 - 1.3 0 a 
- 3.226 L 
= 0.03440L 
which I is added to the uncorrected pitching-moment 
coefficient. 
-------- - - -
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Rolling-moment coefficient. - The aileron lif t distribu tion 
is !lawn in figure for bo th f,.ee-air and tunnel cond it ion . 
The boundary-induced upwa h an o-Ie shown in figurc 9 is 
obtained from equation (14): 
The jet-boundary COlTe t ion La the rolling-moment coeffi-
cient, from equation (15), is 
O le i l W ( + 0 - C )C IC 'd' D. , = --4 m, VO 1 J. b -') 0 - Y Y ) "0 I ~I' LC 
= -~ (5.392) (O,J (0.0605) 
=-0.08160," 
The plan-form cOlTeetion clue to tbe effect of tbe reflection 
plane on t be aileron lin Ii tl'ibution is obt ained from figure 
10 , whi ch ,nt taken from reference 3, as 
0/62.11 1 
0,. = --n G; 
"M 1+ - ' 
O'e 
1 
= 1.054 
= 0.949 
and , from equa tio n (1 ), 
__ 0.0776 00 
- --4- L 'tt 
The plan-form COlT ction due to the reflection plane i 
ob tained from figure 11, which wa al a taken from refer-
ence 3 
(D.O"p)J (D.O,,;\ 
OLO'2M Olc0-;: 
=-0.0070 
In order to dete rmine the plan-form correction clu e to a pect 
ratio and taper ratio , values of K were found from figure 13 
of reference 5 to b e 
K w=0.075 
and 
12 -~- Tunn~1 loading /' I--t:--
-- Free-air loading f/ " ~ 
'\ 
From figure 16 of referrnce 7 , valu es of O,,/k were found to bc ~I 0 
(j I / 
;-
1\ , 
and 
Th corrccte 1 value of the rolling-momen t coefficient from 
equation (16) is 
0.395 
=0'u(1- 0.0 16)0.949 0.423 
Yawing-moment coeffi cient.- The t wo parts of the yawino--
moment-coefficient correct ion due to the jet boundary ar , 
from equation (17), 
( 0 OLO,u (1 W C/C 'd I D. n;)2= - - 4- Jo VOl OLe Y Y 
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o that thi plan-form correction (equation (22)) is The complete orrection to yawing-moment coefficient, from 
equation (23 ), i 
=OLOI ( - 0.075 + 0.077 ~ :i~D 
= 0.0070LOZ 
a .2 
A 1-- -
---
16 1-- -
--
- r--
---
10 :- 1-::--
--
-.008 6 
c---- __ 
-
r--
-
-.016 
- .024 
-.032 
-.O{'O 
t::.On= ( t::.Onp) I + ( t::.O"p) 2 + ( t::.Oni) 2 + (t::.O"i) 3 
= - 0.00700LOI2M+ 0.0070LOZ- 0.0 1350L0 1u 
- 0.01940LOz u 
It i u ually most convenient to expre s the correction to 
the yawing-moment coefficien t in terms of tho final corrected 
A· f' ba Jleron span ro 10, biz 
4 6 8 10 
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value of the rolling-moment coefficient; therefore, 
r (~)2M Clu CluJ 
ilCn= l -0.0070 (~o)w +0.007-0.0135 01-0 .0194 0 1 CLC, 
=( -0.0070~:i~~+0.007-0.01350. \4- 0.0]94 0. \4) LC! 
=-0.0410CL0 1 
which i added to he lIDcorre t lyawing-momen coefficint. 
CORRECTIONS FOR 10DEL WITH END PLATE 
DETERMINATION O F LI FT D IS Tilf B UTl O ' 
The lift di tl'ibutions are considerably more diffieult to 
obtain for a model with an end plate than for a model with 
a rcfi ction plane. The method u cd herein is described in 
]'e[el'ence 9. In tbi method, the wing i r epresent d by a 
lifting line that is perpendicular to another liftin'" line rep-
re enting the end plate. In addit ion to the vortices trailing 
from the e lifting lines, image YOl'licc out ide th tunnel 
arc introdu ced to satisfy the condition of constant tream 
function at the jet boundary. The compl te railing-v01tcx 
y tcm i hown in figul'e 12 . Accord i 110' to the Bio t- a vart 
law, the indu c cl velocitic are related to the tl'ength"of the 
vortices by the following equation, which are gIven III the 
ymbols of this report as 
and 
z 
_ d (c':'C) 
_..E_Je _ c ,, _ 1_ d 
7r -d dy r2 Y 
y-Yl 
(due to wing) 
(due to wing image ) 
_ d (C tC) 
C Jh C z Yl + d + -; .h dz (Yl +d)2+ Z2 dz (due to end plate) 
(24) 
(due to end-plate image 
(25 ) 
FIGUJ!E 12.- Diagram of the model aod cnd·plato lrai ling·yortex system and tbe COITCSl,ooding refl ected images 
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In the last equation, 27r is u d as the lift-curve lope of 
the end pla te fol' wan t of a more exact value. 
d ( CtC) (V) = C f h ~_ z_l dz V zl 7r -h dz Z-ZI (du to end plate) If the free-ail' li ft distribution i desired, the terms du e to the image vOl' t ice are omiLted. The only practicable 
method of solu tion of t hese equation i graphi al by 
means of ucce ive approximations. The evalua tion of 
th integral over th r egion ncar y = YI may be apPl'oximaLed 
by mean of the expl'e sion 
and 
( CtC) T2Z d C z Z2 + d2 - ZI 
d 4 ') 2(d2+) dz Z r - ~r ZZ I + 2+ d2 
z2+ d2 ZI 
- f h .-~ 
7r - h 
(due to end-plate image ) 
_ e d (C~C) 
+ C f C 11 ZI . d ( 1 . ) --; - d dy z/+(y+ d)2 Y c ue to lYing 
_ d ( C::'C ) 
C re _ C _ 11 z; ? ely (26 ) 
7r , - d dy Z I2+ (~ +d} 
(due to wino- image ) 
( CtC)· = 27rC ( /.' ) C z l C 11" zl 
1<-- - 82.66 ---->I 
-48.00 L~6. 00 
iii 
I I· 
1 < supw'i I 
I I 
I 
(27) 
whel'e t:;.y is a mall panwi e increment. After the lift 
di tribu tion i obtain d for ome value of the angle of attack:, 
the di tribu tion may ea ily be conver ted for a I i I t coef-
fi cient of uni ty. 
ILLUSTRATI VE EX AMPLE 
An example of the method u eel in determintng the 
corrections i given herein for the mo leI hown in figure 5 
to which an end pla to is at tached (fig. 13). The lift eli tJ'i-
bu tion fOl' Lhis model al'l'angemen t for bo th tunnel anel [ree-
air condition is hown in figure 14 . 
" 
56.58 
I 
F IGU IIE 13.- General arrangoment of tapered·wing model a n d t he end plate in t he T.,angley 19-foot pressu re t unnel. ( All d imensions in i neb~s.) 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
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Angle of attack.--It should be theo retically po ib+8 to 
obtain the corr etion to the angle of a ttack by taking the 
d ifference between the angles of attack at unit lift coe fficient 
for the tunnel and free-a il' concl i t ions. The ac lIt:acy 
involved, however , in obtaining the lift distributions for this 
end condition generally i in ufficien t fol' the purpose of thi 
report and, in addition, such a cOlTect ion would not include 
the t1'eamlille-curvatm'e correction . The jet-boundary 
conection to the angle of attack from equation (2) 
6 a ,+ 6as . c. = 57.3 L ( 1 + 1.05 ;r) j~l V~L ~~~ dy' 
i u ed; in thi ca e, w/VOL is the 1.Ipwash angle along the 
model pan duo to the unage of the wing and the nd plate. 
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This upwa h-angle di tribution is hown infigu)'e 15. For 
the end-plate condition, 
6 a j+ 6 a s.c.=57 .30L (1.153) (0.01 45) 
= 1. 219 GL 
Applying Lhis correction to the experimenLal valuo of lift-
curve slope of 0.0935 1'0 ult in a lift-cul'V lope of 0.0 39 per 
degl'ee 0)' 4. 09 pel' radian . 
The plan-form correction i obtained from equation (4) 
although in thi ca e alV and aM arc obtained in a different 
manner from that for the reflection-plane condition. The 
edge-velocity cOJ'l'ection factor E can not be detCl'111ined for 
the model with an end plate; therefore, lift,u1g-line theory 
without the aid of this factol' is employed to obtain aw and 
a.\( . The ection-lift-cu.J've lope of 0.122, obtained from 
tc ts in two- limensional £Iow, is u cd . In the solution of 
equations (24) to (27) an angle of attack of 0.2 radian 
o-\\,ve a lift coefficient of 1.042 for the model in h e au'; 
therefore, 
1.042 
aM = 0.2 X 57.3 
= 0.0909 
Th orrection factor E i not employ d in the re uh of 
reference 4; the e result can therefore be used to determine 
aw for the complete wing. The equation 
jao aw=-~~-
1 + 57. 3ao 
?fA 
accordingly i used for the complete Wll1g, 'wher j i the 
factor obtained from reference 4. Then, 
Therefore, 
0.997 X O.] 22 
aw= 1 + 57.3 X O.122 
?f X ll .09 
= 0.1013 
Aap=(0 .1~13 - O . O~09) OL 
=- 1.127 0 L 
The complete correction to the angle of attack i 
6 a= (1.2 19--1.127 )OL 
= 0.0920 L 
Drag coefficient,--The jet-boundary correction to the drag 
coefficient, optained a for the reflection-plane condition 
-------- -
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from equation (7), is 
C "211 W c1c d ' /:, D.= I.L VO c- Y 
J 0 L LC 
= 0.01 50L 2 
For t he plan-form COlT ction, the induced drag of the model 
is obtained by the relation 
O 0 11 0'; C,C d ' D · = [,2 C C-= Y '.11 0 L LC 
where O' c/("L is the self-induced angle of the model and the 
end plate in frec ail' . Then 
The plan-form cOlTcction to the drag coefficient is obtained 
from equation ( ) as 
/:,OD =OD . -ODt 
P ' IV AI 
= (0. 0295-0.0466 )OL2 
= -0.01710L 2 
where lhe yalue OOt = 0.0295 is the same as preyiously 
IV 
u eel in th e case of the ref} ction plane. In addition to thesr. 
corrections, there i in thi case the il .duced drag duc to 
both the jet-boundary-inducecl angle and the self-induced 
angl e oycr the span of thc end plate. This corl'ef"tion IS a 
combin ation jet-boundary and plan-form cOlTection and 
may bc dctermined a a single valLl c by u e of 
,,-here v/ VOL i Lbe total induced angle over the span of the 
end plate ciu e to tbe model, the end plate itself, and all 
images; (O~~)e is the t unncl lift distribution ove1" the end 
plate; and all values are ba ed upon the model dimension 
so tha t /:, Ooe i based upon the model ar a. For the example, 
Thc complete correction to the drag coefficient is 
/:'CD =(O.Ol 5-0.0171+0.0030) OL2 
= 0.00440L2 
Pitching-moment coefficient.- The location of the aero-
dynamic center is obtained from equation (13) 
which gives Xa .c' ,l/ = l.569 feet from the quarter-chord point 
of the complete-wing root chord. The yalue xa.c'\V= l.3 0 
feet i the arne a previou Iy used in the determination of 
the correction for thc rcflection-plane condition. From 
equation (ll ), 
x -x !1C = a.c·ft/ a.c·w C 
mp c' L 
_1.569-1.3 0 0 
- 3.225 L 
= 0.05 50L 
Rolling-moment coefficienL- The aileron lift di tribution 
is obtained by the same general formula as the wing lift 
distribution for the model with the enel plate and i hown 
in figme 16. The upwash angle due to the j et boundary is 
. hown in figure 17. The jet-boundary correction, from 
equation (15), is 
601.1= -i mO/1t Sal V~l (1 + 1.05 ;r) ~~CC y'dy' 
1 
= -4' (4. 09)(0IJ (0_0681 ) 
=-0.0 19C1u 
The plan-form correction due to the effect of the end plate 
on the aileron lift distribution wa found from equation' 
(24) to (27) for the model and from conventionalliftinO'-line 
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tlleory for the Wlllg of twice model pan. The resulting 
ra tio i 
TIle plan-form corrections due to a pect ratio and taper 
ratio are independent of the ~ end condition 0 that the 
corre ted value of rolling-moment coefficient from 
equation (16) is 
( 0 16) 0 1=01 ( 1+ 1101, ) 0162M T IV 
" Olu OISM (OIS) 
k 2M 
=01"(1-0.0 19)0956 0.395 
. 0.423 
Yawing-moment coefficient.- The corr ction to the 
ya\ ing-moment coefficien due to the jet boundary are, 
from equation (17), 
- 0.06064 ° ° 4 L I" 
and, from equation (1 ), 
_-0.071 80.O 
- 4 L Iu 
The plan-form correction due to the end plate i found from 
equation (19) to (21). From equation (20) 
K n != 0.0741 
and from equation (21 ) 
K M = 0.0650 
The plan-form cOlTcction from equation (19) i 
(110np)I=OLOI2JI1( - J{2M+ J{M ~!S" !) 
82.\[ 
= OL IW( -0.0741+0.0650 0.~56) 
= - 0.00610L OI2M 
The plan-form correction due to aspect ratio and taper 
ratio is the ame a for the model and reflection plane. 
The complete correction to the yawing-moment coefficient, 
from equation (23), j , 
11 n = ( I1Onp) I + (110np)2 + (110n;)2 + (110";)3 
{~O.0061 g:~: +o.007~00152 ~~ ~OOl 0 ~~J 0,0, 
0-"-" ( - 0.006] ~:~~~+ 0.007-0.0152 0.120 - 0.01 00. 120) OLOI 
=-0.04000L OI 
CORRECTIONS F OR WDEL WITH 0 E D PLATE 
DETERM INATIO OF I ND UCED PW ASH ANG LE 
]'or a model with no end plate, the determination of the 
jet-boundary-incluced velocity i ea ier than for the other 
end conditions. In a closed circular tunnel, if there is a 
trailing vortex of trength r at a di tance y =8, there i an 
imaa-e vortex of 
1'2 
trength - r at a distance y=- ' 
8 
tl'eam function due to Lhe image vortex is 
r ( 1'2) 
..p=- log y- -271" 8 
The 
and the induced vertical velocity is 
r 1 
w= -471"~ y-s 
Values of the boundary-induced vertical velo ity per unit 
circulation for a tunnel of unit radius 
wr 1 
r= 
471" (1L_l..) 
7' 8/1' 
are given in table III and plotted in figure 1 . The e value 
--------- - - -
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arc for a counterclockwi se vortex in the right-band id e of 
the tunnel and may be used for a clockwi c vortcx in th e 
lefL-hand ide of th e tunnel by chanoing th e sign of y and . 
For vortice of signs oppo itc to th ese, th c sign of th e in-
du ced vc!ocity must be changed ; that is, the induced velo ity 
i negative. The e values may be used for any wing in a 
closed circular wind tunnel. For a loading symmetrical 
about tbe ver tical center line of the tunnel, a further simpli-
fication may be mad e by add ing th e induced vcloeitie for 
negative value of y to the indu ced velocit ie for po itiYe 
yalu es of y and by using only the emi pan load ing. 
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ILL Sl'R Al'l VE EXAMPLE 
An example of the procedure involved in th e determina-
tion of the corrections i worked ou t for the model shown in 
figure 5 with no end plate. The lift distribution , obtained 
from lifting-lin e theory fo(' this model configuration, i bown 
in fi gure 19 for both free-ai l' and tunnel condi tion. Th e 
spanwi e di tribution of th e boundary-induced upwash 
angle, 'which is obtained for thi model arrangem en t from 
eq uation (1) 
hown in figure 20 . 
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F IG URE 19.- Comparison oCthe Cree-air and tunnel spanwise load distributions. ~oend plate. 
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FIGl- RE 20.-Spa nwisc distlibution oC the boundary-induced upwnsh nn~le . ~o end plate. 
Angle of attack.- The jet-boundar correction, from 
equation (2 ) , i 
6 a j+ 6 a s.c. = 57 .30L ( 1 + 1.0 - ;1,) J~t Jo
L 
~~c dy' 
= 57.3 L(1.153 )(0 .01979 ) 
= 1.3050L 
Tb e uncOlTe ted lift-curve slope obtained experimentally is 
au= O.O 00 
Thi slope is conect9d for the jct-boundary effect by th e 
relation 
1 1 6a j+ 6 as.c. 
aM au OL 
o that 
a~ - 0.01 00 = 1.305 
and 
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Thi value of a is used 0 obtain the two-dimen ional lope 
from equation (5) a 
ao 
0.0724 = __ 1_._1 _6 _ _ 
from which 
ao= 0.1136 
This va lue of ao agree fairly well with the value of 0.1162 
obtained for the reflection-plane condition. It bould be 
noted that the a pect ratio of th e model with no end plate 
is one-balf that of the mod el ,,"i th the r efl ection plane, and 
the edge-Y loeity correction factor i increased since the roo t 
chord of the model is part of the perimeter when no end plate 
i used. The t wo-dimen lonal lope l u ed to determine the 
lope for the complete wing of a peet ratio equal to 1l.09 a 
0.1 136 
l.O39 
57 3 0.11 36 
1 + . 1.039 
7r X 1l.09 
= 0.0927 
The plan-form correction i then obtained from equat ion (4) 
a 
=-3.014 L 
The ompJete correction for the angle of attack, from equ a tion 
(6), i 
,c, cx = ,c,cxJ+ ,c,a •. c. + ,c, cx ll 
= (1. 305 - 3.014 )OL 
=- 1.7090L 
Drag coefficient.- The jet-boundary c01'l'ection to the drag 
cocffi ci ntis obtained from equation (7) a 
AO -0 2 1 1~ CI C d I 
u D1- L V c- Y 
o L L 
The indu ced-drag coefficient of th e model, obtain el from the 
coeffi cient of the Fourier cries determined in th olution 
of the lift distribu tion (reference 4), i~ 
OD. = OL2 f:, nA~2 
' M 7r AM n= J A l 
0 2 
7r X 5\23 l.0946 
= 0.06430L2 
whore Al i tbe first coeffi cient and A " the nth coefficient of 
the FOUl'ier eric. The indu ced-dl'ag coeffi cien t of the 
complete wing ha been previou ly cletermined herein to be 
The plan-form OlTe tion, obtained from eq uation ( ), is 
,c, OD = OD . -OD' 
P "IV "M 
= (0.0295 - 0.0643)OL2 
=-0.034 OL2 
The omplete COlT ction to the drag coefficient, from equa-
t ion (10), is 
,c,OD= ,c,ODj+ ,c, ODp 
= (0.019 - 0.034 ) L 2 
= - 0.01500 L2 
Pitching-moment coefficient.- The location of the aero-
dynamic center i obtain d from equa tion (13) 
b e C C 
xa.c•M = 2" tan A Jo O:c y' dy' + on tant 
which gives xa .c.M = 1.6 2 feet from th e quarLer-cho),d point 
of the complete-wing root chord . The value xa . c . lJ1 = 1.3 0 
feet wa previou Jy used in the determination of the COlTec-
tion for the reflection-plane condition. The plan-form eor-
r ction to the pitching-moment coeffi cien t j obtnined from 
equation (11) a 
_1.6 2- 1.380 0 
- 3.226 L 
= 0.09360L 
Rolling-moment coefficient.- The aileron lift eli tribu tion 
for the model with no end plate is shown in figul' 21 for both 
free-air and tunnel condition. The boundary-induced 
upwa h angle hown in figLlre 22 j obtained from equation (14) 
~_ c ~ wr ,c, ~ 
VOI - 2r r Ole 
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aileron deflection. No end plate. 
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FIOl' RE 22.- Sp,mwise distribution of the boundary-induced upwash angle due to the aileron 
de fl ection '0 end plate. 
Th e jet-boundary correction , from equation (15) , is 
C l O r ' w ( + 0- C) CIC ' d ' D. I j = - 4 m I. Jo V I 1 1. ;) 21' GLe Y Y 
1 
=-4 (4.149)( IJ(0.0794) 
= - 0.0 24C/u 
The plan-form cOlTection due to the effect of no end plaLe on 
the aileron lif t d i t l'ibu tion wa found from lifting-line theory 
to be 
The plan-form co rrection. clue to aspe 'L ra tio and taper 
ratio i the ame as for thr other end conditions; hence, the 
rolling-moment coeffi cien t for the complete ,,-ing, from equ a-
tion (16), i 
Yawing-moment coefficient.- The jet-boundary correc-
Lions to the yawin O'-momen t coefficient are ob tain c·d from 
equation (17 ) a 
and , from equation (1 ), 
O CLClu Sc I W CIC 'd' (6 "')3= - - 4- r-, C - y y 
I 0 , L /C 
_ _ 0.0904 00 
- 4 L I" 
=-O,02260 L 0 1U 
The plan-form Ol'l'ection due to no end plate i found from 
equation (19) to (21), From equation (20) 
K nf= 0.0741 
From equa tion (2 1) 
From equation (19) 
= LC/2M ( - 0.0741 + 0,0711 6.;74) 
= - 0.001l CLD/2M 
The plan-form cOlTection due to a pec t ra tio and t aper 
ratio is the arne a for the other end concli ion 0 that the 
complete correct i.on to the yawing-moment coefficient, from 
equ ation (23), i 
.0.~(.0.,), +("0.")d (6C'.;),+(" o •. ),~[ - 0.0011 ~{:~:' +0.007- 0.0166 ~ - 0.0226 ~~J aLa' 
=( - 0.0011 ~ :~~~ +0 .007- 0 . 0166 0.\5-0.0226 O. \ 5) OLOI=- 0 .04ll 0 L I 
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APPLICATION TO TEST DATA 
MODEL A D TEST 
The te ts were conducted in the. Langley 19-foot pre Ul'e 
t unncl for th e partial- pan tapered wing model hown in 
figure 5. The model r epresente l 94.6 percent of the tru e 
s mi pan. The aspect rat io of th e wing of twic model 
pan and the complete wing were 10. 4 and 11.09, re pec-
tively. The taper ratio of the mod el and complete wing 
were 0.26 and 0.25, r espectively. The model was equipp cl 
with a full- pan duplex-flap arrangement. The inboard 
lo t ted fiap , th e outboard balanced plit fiap , and th e 
aileron were of constant chord and approximately 24, 20, 
anel 15 percent, 1'e pectively, of the average wing chord 
over their portion of the wino- pan. The aileron was 
provided with a complet ly ealed internal aerodynamic 
balancc. 
The refl ection-plane arrano-ement is shown in figure 4 
and 23. The refiec tion plane \Va fa tened to th tunnel a t 
i t top and bottom and extended beyond and behind the 
model a. hown. The gap between the model and the 
reflection plane \Va automatically maintained at 0.09 , 
± 0.03 inch , by a tele coping ection in th e end of the model. 
The end-plate arrang men t i shown in figure 13 and 24. 
The end plate wa ellip tical in plan form and wa rigidly 
fixed to th e model. For th e wing with no end plate, th e 
mo leI was t sted as hown in figure 25. 
The te t were conducted a a R eynolds number of 
approximately .9 X I06 and a t a :\1ach number of 0.17. 
The angle-of-a ttack range \Va from _ 4° through maximum 
lift and the aileron defl ection range wa ± 20°. 
The te t were made for three fl ap a.rrangemen ts: £lap 
n eutral and partial- pan and fllll- pan £lap el efl ec cd. 
The aileron te t were made at two angle of attack for each 
flap arrangemen t and end condition. 
UNconnECTED CH AnACTERTSTI CS 
The uncorrec ted aerodynamic characteristic of th e 
t apered-wing model for the thr e flap arrano-emen t and th 
t lu'e end condition arc pre en ted in figlU'e 26 in t erm of 
t11 uncorrected nondimen ional coefficient . 
Drag.- Th uncorrected drag characteri ti are presented 
in figure 26 (a) . The drag coeffi cient a li zero lift. coeffi cient 
is incr ea ed lightly for the mod el \vith no end plate and to 
a gr a ter exten t for the model with the end plate. The e 
increase in drag coeffi cient are due to the abrupt tip form 
of the model with no end plate and to th drag of th e end 
plate. The difference between the drag coeffi cient in-
crea e with lift coefficien t because of the differences in th e 
elf-induced and the jet-boundary-induced drag for the 
three end condit ion . 
Lift. - The uncorrected lift haractetistic are pre ented 
in fig uro 26 (b) . The lope of the lift ClU've i deer a cd for 
the mod el wi th the end pla to and wi th no end plate beeau e 
oJ change in the effec tive a pect Tatio . Th e maximllm-
lif t-coefficient valu es for the three end conditions are r educed 
similarly b ecau e of the cbang s in th taIling character-
i tic The angle of zero lift is sligb tly affected with the 
fiap neu t ral. 
FIGU RE 24.-Pnrtial-span tapered wing model wi th end plate mou ntrd in La ngley 19·(oot 
pressure tunnel. 
FIG URE 25.-Pariial·spa n tapered wing model with DO eDd plate mounted iD t a n!!ley 19·(oot 
pressure tu nnel. 
Pitching moment.- The uncorrec ted pi tchin g-momen t 
chara cteri tic are pre ent d in figure 26 (c) . Tl1 c lope of 
the pitching-moment curve becomes m.ore negative for the 
moel I with th e end plat ancl till more negative fol' tb 
model with no end plate. There is no change in the pitching-
moment coefficient at zero lift \\ ith the flap neutral. 
Aileron.-o-The uncorrected rollin g-momen t and yawing-
mom en t characteri Li c arc presented inngul'e 27 to 29, 
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F IGUflE 26.-Tbe uncorrected a('rodynamic ciJaract('rislics of thc tapered-wing model for three lIap arrangements and liln'(, end conditions. R""8.9XIO'; .\/ ""0. 1 i. 
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The change in the rolling-moment and yawing-moment 
haractel'istics for Lhr Lhrer end condition i mall. There 
i no consi ten t relationship between the characLeristic for 
Lhe variou angles of aLtack and flap arranO'emcnts . 
COHR ECTED CH AIlA CTERl STl C 
The conecLed aerodynamic charactel'i tic arc presented 
in fi O' ure 30. The valurs of the courction applied to the 
uncorrected co ffi cirJ1 t are given in table IV. The abso-
lu te value of the data [or partial-span model have certain 
limitation \rhich arc inherent in the Le t condition and 
procedure. The deLermination of tIle efJ'ect of th e Lare 
and interfeJ'cncr 01' the model upport sy Lem was impractical 
£01' Lhe model ]1' cribI'd herrin. The gap beLwee n the model 
and the r eflection plane was kept to a practical minimum 
but may hay intl'oclucrcl some liO'h t elTor in the data 
which could not be determ ined. For the encl-plate and 
no-end-plate cond iLions Lhe taIling charactel'i tic were 
affected in a manner un u ceptible of correction. 
Drag.- Application of the drag-coefficient correction 
brings the characteristic (fig_ 30 (a)) into good agreement, 
with the flap neutral. The main difference l' maininO' i due 
to the drag of the end plate and to the tip drag for the model 
with no end plate. With partial-span and [u11- pan flap 
deflected, the agreement i not so good a with flaps neutral, 
although the eonceted characteristics arc in much better 
agreement than the uncorrccted ones. Th rcmaining dis-
crepan ies for these flap arrangcmen ts arc du to diJference 
in profile drag and indu ced drag not included in the correc-
tion. The plan-form correction to the drag coefficient is 
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FIG URE 30.- 'I'ho corrected aerodynamic charactcI"islics of t he lapcred-wing moclcl for three fl ap arrang mcnts and three end conditions. R "'S.9X IO'; M "' 0. 17. 
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lowe t for the r efl ection-plane condition and i i thel'rfore 
believed that thi condition i the mo t repre entative of the 
complete wing. This fact i a point in favor of tbe u e of a 
refl etion plane rather than the' other end condition. 
Lift.- The eon ected lift eharactel'i tic are pre ented in 
figure 30 (b). "With the flap neutral, the agreement of the 
characteristic for the three end cond i tions is very good below 
maximum lift. Contl'ibutinO' to the good agreement may 
have been h e fact that no extremely Iowa pect ratio wa 
involved even for the model with no end plate. The light. 
change in the angle of zero lift di place the curve fol' th 
model with the end plate and with no end plate . The difl'er-
ence at and neal' maximum lift arc du e to aHeration of the 
lift di tribution for which correction C!;1nnot be applied. 
'Wi th th e partial- pan and fuU- pan flaps, the agl'eem nt of 
the characteristic for the thl'ee end co ndition i not so good 
because of the change in tho e£recti venes of the inboard flap. 
Th e ffectivenes of the outboard flap i approximately the 
arne [01' all three end condi t ion . The gr eater maximum 
lifL coeffi cien t obtained with the ref! etion plane is another 
poin in favor of the use of the reflection plane ince the load 
eli tribution i mo t nearly that of a complete wing. 
Pitching moment.- The corrected pitching-moment chur-
aeteri tic (fig. 30 (c)) indicate on.ly fail' agreement for th e 
tlue end ondition. The relative order of the curve for 
the three end cond ition is reversed by tho c01'l'ection. Thi 
revel' al may be due to the etrect of the weepback on the 
lift di tl'ibu tiol1 , whi ch was no t taken into account in the 
cOlTection. I n any ca e, th e cliffel'enc s between the char-
acteris ic arc attributed to inaccuracie in the determina-
t ion of the lif t distribution and, inc the lift di tl'ibution 
j ' lea t alter cl by the reflection plano, it is believed that tb e 
pitching-momen t characteri tic for the refl · etion-plane con-
dition arc the most n arIyaccmate. 
Aileron.- The corrected rolling-moment and yawing-
momel1 t characteri.stics arc pre en ted in figure 31 to 33. 
Th e general relationsbip between the chal'acteri ti s for the 
thl' e end condi tion i unchanged. The incon istent rela-
tion hip between the un corrected character! tic for the three 
end condi tion preclude any on i tent rela tionship of the 
conected characteristics. At tbe low angle' of attack and 
with' the flap neutral, the chal'acteri tic for the thl' e end 
co ndition agree very well whereas, at the other angle of 
attack and with the flap defl ected, the characteri tics agree 
lightly better in some ca e and worse in other case than 
the corro pon ding unC01'l'ec ted charac teris tics. 
The differ ence and inconsi tent relationship between the 
characteri tics are clue in part to experimental inaccmacy 
and to the pronounced vibration of the model with the end 
plate and with no end plate. . 
COM PARISON OF A1LERO EFFECT IVENESS FOR PARTIAL .. AND 
COMPLETE .. PAN MODELS 
The compari on of the rolling-moment characteristic de-
termined for the partial-span model with a reflection plane 
and fo [, a complete-span model i pre ented in figme 34 and 
.35. With the flaps neutral (fig . 34) , the general agreem ·nt of 
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t il l' ll iJ l'J'O Il t'fl'l'ct i\' l' lJ ess i good, eX('l'pt a t lh l' high angk of 
attack a t wh ich some d ifT('l'l'J1Cl' l' xist. ,Yilh the full- pan 
flaps ckneC'tccl (fig. 35), th l' agr l'emen l j good al [11 l' low 
angle's of a ttack an(l r aUH']' poor at th e high angle of attack. 
Th l' loss in effectiveness a L the high angle of aLLack for the 
complt-lc-span model is clue to a charlO'e in th e flow over Lhe 
aileron. a evidenced by a co mpleLe change in Lhe sLalling 
characte ri l ics of the complcLe- pan model. The change in 
the talling characiel'istic i d ue in par L to th e decrea ('d 
R eynolds number and to some difference in the model . 
CO CL DI ' G REMARKS 
_\ m clhod is presented fo], de term ining the jet-hound ary 
and plan-form cOlTec lion Lo be a pplied Lo test da ta for a 
parLial-span model wi th a r efl ec tion plane, an end plaLe, 
or no end plate in. a do eel circular wind tunnel. Tlwse 
olTections have been appli (' C\ to the m easllred valu(' of 
EfL, dr ag, pitching-momen.t, rollin.g-momen t, and yawing-
mom en t coe ffi cients obta in.ed from ie ts in the Langl('y 
19-fooL press ure t unn el of a parlia l- pan model with each 
of th e three end condi t ion . 
WiLh th e excep t ion of the cOlTection to tllC rolling-
mom en t _ coefficien t , Lhe jet-boundary COlTCctiOIl wero 
som ewhat smaller for lh e r cfl ec tion-plane condition than 
for eiLhcr of the oth er end condi tion b ecau e the inclu c('d 
upwash angle was smaller . For all corrections depending 
upon th e wing lift di tribuLioll, the plan-form correction ,,'e]'e 
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con iderably malleI' for the reflection-plan condition 
becau e the lift distribut ion wa more nearly like that of a 
complete wing. Any errors il1 determining the lift cl i tl'i-
bution were therefore minimized and the corr ected value 
of the data were the mo t representative of the complete 
wmg. 
From all these considerations, it was found that a reflec-
tion plan e hould be u cd whcrev r po ibIc for Le t of 
parbal-span model. If it is nec sary, from othel' con icler-
Rtions, to u e an end plate or no end plate, it i po ible by 
the methods de cl'ibec1 herein to determine suitable correc-
tion to be applie 1 in o)'der to obtain reasonable re uIts, 
particularly with flaps nOll tml and below maximum lift . 
LANGLEY )'IE MORIAL } .. ERONA TICAL LABORA'fORY, 
NATIO:C<AL . \..n VI OllY COMMITTlm FOR A ERO AUTlCS, 
LAN GLEY F IELD, VA. , February 4, 1946. 
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TABLE L- BO XDARY-IXDl' E D VELOCITY ~ ALOXG HORIZONTAL CENTER LIKE D E TO UNIT CO -XTER LOC!\:-
\YISE YOUTEX AT , ' ARIO-C D I TA:\ CE ' ~ FRO )'{ REFLE TIO)! PL NE FOR ~=O.73026 
r r 
':'/;'~: 0.1 0.2 0.3 I OA 0.5 I 0.(\ I 0.7 I O. 0.9 1.0 l.l 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 I 1.6 
------1---- ---- --.------------------------------------------
0 0. 0053 O. (J1G4 002 13 0.0315 0.0452 0.05 11 0.0566 0.0666 0.07.50 0.07 7 0.0823 O. 5 
. 1 .OOS2 . 0\60 .01:1 .0312 .0·149 .0.508 .0564 . 0664 .0749 .07 7 .0823 .0886 
.2 .OOSO . 0155 .02:11 .030 1 .0441 .0500 . 0556 .0659 .0748 .07 .0 26 93 
.3 . OOi6 . 0149 . 02~4 .0295 . 0428 .0488 . 0545 .0652 .OH6 .07 9 .0 30 .0905 
. 4 .0071 . 0142 . 02 3 .02 2 .041 ,5 .0473 .0532 . 0643 . 0744 .0791 .0837 . 0922 
.5 . 0067 .01~3 .0202 .021l7 . 0397 .04' . 0515 .0632 .0743 .0795 .0847 .0944 
.6 .0062 . 0125 . O l ~ .025 1 .037 .0441 .049 .062 1 . 0742 . 0800 .0 61 .0975 
.7 .00' . o iii .Ol~{; .0235 .031iO .0422 .0482 .061 3 .0745 .0 II .0879 . 1013 
.8 .0053 . 010 . OU;4 .0220 .0341 .0403 . 0466 .0604 . 0.49 24 . 0903 .1063 
.U . 00~9 .0100 . 0 1.')'2 .0201; . 0324 .03S{; .0'\.50 . 0596 .0753 .0840 .0932 . 1126 
1.0 .001e, . 0093 . 01 41 .0192 .0307 .0369 .0431 .0589 .0763 .0862 .0971 . 120 
1.1 .00 12 . 00 (\ . 01:11 .01SO .029 1 .0353 .6421 . 0 2 .07i3 .0891 . 1020 . 1314 
1.2 .003U .0079 .0122 .016 .0276 . 0338 .0107 .0577 . 07 . 0928 . 1085 .1456 
\. :3 . 0036 . OOi4 .01 14 .01' .0262 .0324 .0395 .0572 .0 6 .0976 . 1175 . 1651 
1.4 .0033 . 001iO . o Ill; .0148 .0249 .0311 .0382 . 0568 .02 . 1030 . IZSO . 1927 
1.5 .003 1 . 006·1 .00;'9 .0139 .023. .0298 . 0371 .0567 .0 <H . 1090 . 1401 .2381 
1. 6 .0029 . 0060 .00\'3 .0 131 .0226 .02 i . 0361 . 0567 . 0902 . 1161 . 1539 . 2730 
TABLE IT.-BOu:\DARY-IND UCED YELO CITY WI' ALON HORIZONTAL CENT E R LINE D E TO uNIT CO"UNTEH LOC'K-r 
, 
WI E VORTEX AT "ARIOUS DI TA:\ ES ~ FROM REFLECTIOX PLANE FOR .E:= O,497 
r r 
'''-. 
"-. s,r 0. 1 o .~ 0.3 0.4 vr "-. 
0.5 O.r, 0.7 O. 0.9- 1.0 1.1 1.2 
"-. 
0 0.0092 O.Ol ii o 0263 0. 0-146 O. O~27 0. 0506 0.0581 0.065:1 0.0720 0.07 6 O . 4i 0.0906 
.1 .0091 .01i5 . 0262 .0344 .0426 .0.505 .0580 . 0652 .0720 .0786 . 084 .0907 
.2 . 00 9 .01 74 .0261 .0340 . 0~ 2O .0.501 .05ii .06.50 .0720 .07 7 .0852 . 091 ;) 
.3 .00 5 . OliO .0254 .0332 .0·\14 .0495 .0572 .0647 .0719 . 0790 .0 57 .0923 
.4 .00 3 . O~ I)6 .024 .0325 .0·107 . 04 9 .0567 . 0614 .0719 .0794 .0866 .093 
. 5 .00 .0'·;9 0'241 .0316 .0197 .04 .0561 .0640 .0719 .0799 . 0 78 .0958 
.6 .0077 .01.;.1 .0232 .030 .03 G . 0470 .0555 .06:1G .0719 .OS07 .0 94 . 09 5 
. 7 .0074 . 01 \7 . 0222 .029 .0377 . 0459 . 0547 .06.11 .071 9 . 016 . 091 5 .1019 
.0070 . 0 111 .0214 . 0288 .0:166 .0448 .05-36 .062 . 0719 . 0830 .0940 .106.1 
.9 .0067 .01 :15 .0205 .027 .0355 .0·\39 . 052 .0625 .0722 .050 .0975 .11 1 
1.0 .0064 .012' .0196 .0267 . 0344 .0428 .0521 .0623 .0730 .0872 . 1017 .11 7 
1.1 .0051 .01:12 .01 "( .0257 .033:1 .041 .0514 . 0624 . 0746 .0902 . 1072 .1') 2 
1.2 .0057 .01 6 . 0179 .0247 .0322 . 040 .0507 .0624 .076.3 .0935 .1144 .1404 
TABLE IIl.- BOC\' DARY-l:\D1:CED \ ' ELOCITY ~ ALO:\G HORIZO:\TAL CEt\ TER U:\E DuE TO UNIT COl.;t\TER CLO K'IYI E 
VORTE X AT \ 'ARIOU DI TA:\(,8 ~ FRO;\I 'EXTER OF A IRCULAR JET 
l' 
~"Irl vir "-. 
"-. 
0.1 0.2 0.3 ~ __ ~-'~ __ ~ '1 __ 0_, __ 1 __ 0_.9 __ 
- o.P 
-.8 
-.7 
- . 6 
-.5 
-.4 
-.:3 
- . 2 
-. 1 
o 
. 1 
. 2 
,3 
. 1 
. .1 
,n 
.7 
.9 
0. 0073 
.0117\ 
. 0074 
.0075 
. 0076 
.0077 
.0077 
.09i 8 
.0079 
.0080 
.00SO 
. 00 I 
.00 2 
. 00l!3 
.0084 
.0085 
.0086 
.0087 
.0087 
0.0135 
. 0137 
. 0140 
. 0142 
.0115 
. 0147 
.01.50 
. 1115:1 
.0156 
.0159 
.0162 
. 01(\6 
.0169 
. OI?:! 
.0177 
.01SI 
.0185 
.0189 
.019·1 
0.01 8 
. 0(9~ 
.0 197 
.0202 
.020 
.0213 
. 0219 
.0225 
.0232 
.0239 
.0246 
. 0251 
.0262 
.0271 
. 11 I 
.0291 
.0302 
. 03 14 
.m27 
0.02'3 1 
. 02-11 
.0249 
. 0257 
.0265 
.0274 
.0284 
.0295 
.0306 
.031 
.0332 
.034 . 
.0~62 
.0379 
.039 
.0119 
.0 142 
.0468 
.0197 
0.0274 
.0284 
.0295 
. 0306 
.03 1 
.0332 
.0346 
.0~62 
.0379 
.03~ 
.0 \19 
.0442 
.04 
.0497 
. 0531 
. 0568 
.0612 
.0663 
.0723 
0.03 10 
.032.3 
.0336 
.0351 
.0367 
.0385 
.0405 
. 0426 
. 04.50 
.0477 
.0.50 
.0543 
.0 ' 2 
.0628 
.0682 
.0746 
.0823 
. 0918 
.103 
0.0342 
. 0357 
.0:374 
. 0392 
.0113 
. 0435 
.0 \60 
. 04 9 
.0521 
.0557 
.0599 
. 0648 
.0705 
.0774 
.08·i7 
.0000 
.1092 
. 1266 
. 1506 
0. 0370 
. 03 
.040 
. 0430 
. 0155 
.0482 
.0513 
.0519 
.0 ' 9 
.0637 
.0692 
.07 
.083 
. 0936 
. 1061 
.1224-
. 1447 
. 1768 
. 2274 
0.0396 
. 0416 
.0439 
.0465 
. 049-1 
. 0527 
. 0564 
.0607 
.0657 
.07lu 
.07 7 
.073 
.09 I 
.1117 
. 1302 
. 1557 
. 1936 
.2558 
. 3769 
TABLE IV,- CORRE TIOK APPLIED TO UK CORRECTED COEFFI CIEKT OF REPRESENTATI VE ~lODEL FOR THREE 
END CONDITIONS 
RefiecLion plano End plate No end plate 
Correction 
Plan form I Plan form I JCL I PI f Tt l Jet Total Jet Total boundary an orm 0 • boundary boundary 
---- --~-9 -1-=0.038 --0·;-1~-9 -=~I I t:.a/Cr, 0.092 1. 305 -3. 014 -\. i09 
.:. Cr /C,.' . 0154 I - .0006 I .0148 I .0185 ' - . 0141 I .0644 I .0198 I -.0348 I -.01.50 
t:. Cm IC" I --.----- I .0344 I . 0344 
I 
--.---.- I . 0586 I .0586 I ------.- I .0936 I .0936 
' /J, Cde,. I -.02 I -.10'1 I -.186 -.02 I - . 098 I -.ISO I -.082 I - .083 I - . 165 
t:.C" ,C" C, 
1 
- .0405 , -.0005 , -.0410 I -.0405 I . 0005 '----=:-0400 1--. 0469 I .0058 1 - .0411 
• Includes t:.Cn. (sce text) . 
.:. C , C, t:.C,{ t:.C" 
• For purpose of Lhis table C' . = C'. - I = C" + C;:-' U. S. GOVERNMENT PR INTING OFFICE - 19 49 
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Posit ive directions ofaxcs and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
I Axis Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designa.tion bol symbol 
LongitudinaL ______ X X LateraL _____________ Y y N ormaL _____________ Z Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Rolling _______ L Y ______ Z RolL ___ ____ 
'P u P Pitching ______ M Z ______ X Pitch. _______ () v q Yawing _______ N X---+Y Yaw ________ 
'" 
W T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
p/D 
V' 
V. 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
p Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~D5 
pn 
T 
Q 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= rD. 
pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= 9T1.~ 
pnLF 
0, 
1] 
n 
5 jTfi 
Speed-power coefficient = " Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-l(2~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2S0S ft 
